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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which of the following is not a characteristic of decentralized
organizations?
A. Decentralized organizations have reduced costs through
resource sharing.
B. Decentralized organizations are usually more flexible.
C. Decentralization has a positive influence on morale.
D. Decentralized organizations have fewer decisions made lower
in the hierarchy that are monitored by senior management.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The main benefits of centralization are more effective control
and reduced costs through resource sharing. In a centralized
organization, senior management is able to direct control over
subordinates and direct the flow of resources. Senior
management is able to allocate reduce costs most effectively
because they are aware of where expenses can be reduced across
departments within an organization.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following ensures the availability of transactions
in the event of a disaster?
A. Send tapes daily containing transactions offsite.
B. Capture transactions to multiple storage devices.
C. Send tapes hourly containing transactions offsite,
D. Transmit transactions offsite in real time.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The only way to ensure availability of all transactions is to
perform a real-time transmission to an offsite facility.
Choices A and B are not in real time and, therefore, would not
include all the transactions. Choice C does not ensure
availabilityat an offsite location.

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

A
B
C
D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine the following partial output from two system debug

commands; then answer the question below.
Which of the following statements are true regarding the above
outputs? (Choose two.)
A. The unit is in kernel conserve mode
B. The unit is running a 32-bit FortiOS
C. Kernel indirectly accesses the low memory (LowTotal) through
memory paging
D. The Cached value is always the Active value plus the
Inactive value
Answer: B,D
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